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The reporting of conflicts of interest in science and medicine in the scientific
literature1 has come under increasing scrutiny in recent years. Failures to disclose
conflicts of interest have become front page news, and a major embarrassment to
publishers, editors, and professional societies.2
These failures to disclose relevant relationships have stemmed in part from a lack
of uniform definitions for conflicts of interest and confusion about what needs to be
reported. Academic investigators operate under varying institutional rules, and many are
unable to accurately describe their institutions’ policies.3 Science and biomedical journals
have a range of disclosure policies with differences in definitions of conflicts of interest,
reporting requirements, and promises to publish.4
In the face of heightened scrutiny, several publishers have moved in the past
several years to implement stricter conflict-of-interest disclosure and publication rules. 5 6
7
Organizations are paying greater attention to conflict-of-interest disclosure in the
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context of redefining the rules of engagement between academic investigators and private
industry.8 The need for common standards in defining conflicts of interest has never been
greater.
Since the first conflict-of-interest disclosures appeared in the New England
Journal of Medicine in the early 1980s,9 the rationale for including this information in
published scientific articles has not changed. Scientific discourse depends on objectivity.
The conduct of science can be influenced by biases introduced by conflicts of interest,
whether they are financial, professional, intellectual, or fueled by academic competition.
The potential for bias is real, whether or not researchers believe those conflicts of interest
influence their conduct.
Moreover, the positive association between conflicts of interest and the outcomes
of research has been documented many times in many fields. Virtually all of this research
has focused on financial conflicts of interest.10 The causation of the relationship is the
subject of much speculation. Frequently cited factors include protocol construction,
sample selection bias, and selective interpretation. Because these potential causes of bias
have never been studied systematically, controlling for bias through publication criteria is
nearly impossible, although at least one medical journal, the Journal of the American
Medical Association, took steps in that direction when it required that the author
primarily responsible for “the integrity of the data and the accuracy of the data analysis . .
. not be employed by any commercial funding source.” The editors also expressed a
preference for studies where “data collection and data management are conducted
independently of the study sponsor and with additional monitoring and oversight, such as
under the auspices of an independent data and safety monitoring committee.”11
But that is the exception. The general consensus among editors is that disclosure
of financial conflicts of interest – at the outset of the submission process, during the
editing process, and, finally, to the readers – is the most practical available tool for
managing conflicts that can influence or even appear to influence scientific research.
But is disclosure a sufficient remedy for managing conflicts of interest in all
situations? The evolution of existing policies over the years shows there have been
sharply diverging views about what is allowed for authors of reviews, for instance, or
editorials. In 1990, editors at the New England Journal of Medicine adopted a policy
limiting the right of authors with conflicts of interest to write reviews and editorials. The
policy was reaffirmed in 1996 when readers complained that several prominent reviewers
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had not disclosed relevant conflicts of interest, and an internal investigation revealed the
policy was frequently ignored.12 In 2002, a different set of editors amended the policy to
allow editorials and reviews to be written by authors with conflicts of interest below
$10,000 a year as long as they were fully disclosed. The editors explained that they didn’t
want to disqualify highly qualified people from offering their opinions in the pages of the
journal.13
The argument in favor of the older policy rests on a desire to reserve a high
standard of independence and objectivity for reviews that claim to represent the state of
the science. Prohibiting reviewers from having conflicts of interest protects journals
against the perception of bias influencing the analyses that appear in their pages. In that
sense, evidence reviews written by individuals or groups have a lot in common with
medical groups that author clinical practice guidelines. Both review the available
evidence, assign each component a weight based on its quality, and derive a conclusion
based on the overall weight of evidence. When the conclusions are controversial and the
authors have financial ties to affected parties, allegations that conflicts of interest
influenced the analysis are inevitable.14 While the model policy described in this paper
does not include this restriction, journals may choose to adopt this strategy – insisting
that writers of reviews and editorials adhere to a strict no-conflict-of-interest policy – as
one way of ensuring high ethical standards for their journal.
Those journals that choose to adopt this standard will not close themselves off
from including the opinions of their fields’ leading thinkers if they have financial ties to
industry. In addition to reviews and editorials, many journals allow signed commentaries
to appear in their pages. Such commentaries, as long as they are accompanied by
appropriate disclosure statements, would still be allowed under such a policy. Nor should
it make it difficult for editors to find reviewers or editorialists. The talent pool is broad
enough to accommodate such a policy. For instance, leading institutions in the field of
evidence-based medicine have adopted strict rules limiting the use of conflicted scientists
on its clinical practice guideline-writing committees. The U.S. Preventive Services Task
Force at the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality excludes scientists from
specific discussions if they have extensive ties to companies with a stake in the
outcome.15 The Office of Medical Applications of Research within the National Institutes
of Health, which impanels scientists to develop “state of the science” statements on
controversial or underutilized medical technologies, prohibits scientists with relevant
conflicts of interest from serving on its panels.16
But note the caveat in that last sentence. When does a potential conflict of interest
become relevant? Here, existing policies provide very little guidance. One journal
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recommends that authors unsure if a particular financial arrangement is relevant “should
always err on the side of full disclosure.”17 This presumes that there are some
relationships that need not be disclosed, even to editors. A safer standard would require
that authors disclose all financial or other relationships on the forms submitted to editors,
and draft a statement to accompany the submission that reflects the author’s interpretation
of relevance. The editors will then have the information readily at hand to review the selfreported statement and make adjustments if they think greater disclosure is warranted.
This safeguard still doesn’t provide guidance to editors or authors for determining
relevance, however. If an author has a financial relationship with a company on a subject
entirely apart from the subject of the article, is that relevant? If the financial relationship
is with a company that competes with the company whose product is being discussed in
the article, is that relevant? If the financial relationship with the competitor company is
on a subject entirely apart from the subject of the article, is that relevant? How about
patents and pending patents in an area related to the article subject, held either directly or
by the researcher’s institution? What if research funding comes from a non-profit group
or research institute that is funded by industry? What percent of a research institute’s
funds must come from industry before it is considered industry-funded for disclosure
purposes? How long does a financial relationship persist?
The safest course for avoiding even the appearance that authors or editors are
hiding a potentially relevant conflict of interest would be to err on the side of greatest
disclosure, while still recognizing that some relationships are clearly irrelevant. Any
financial relationship with a company with a direct stake in the contents of a submission,
whether or not that relationship is on that subject, ought to be disclosed under the theory
that one might hesitate to bite the hand that feeds one. The same is true for a relationship
with a firm that competes with another firm’s product that is the subject of the article,
even if that relationship isn’t on that subject. But one could imagine a scenario in today’s
corporate world where two firms compete on some products, but not on the product that
is the subject of the article. If the author’s financial relationship with the competitor firm
is on a different subject, too, then the article need not disclose this relationship, which
could be referred to as a conflict-of-interest twice removed.
Defining relevance for patenting disclosure is difficult. Clearly, a patent on a fuel
cell technology needn’t be disclosed in an article about receptors on a particular type of
cancer cells. But a pending patent identifying the potential medical use of a receptor on
one type of cancer cell should be disclosed in an article about a similar receptor that
happens to be on a different type of cancer cell. Arguments that this is not relevant will
ring hollow if later that patent is licensed to a company developing a drug that influences
both receptors. As commercialization has pushed further upstream in the scientific
process, the potential utility of patented inventions has become much more difficult to
predict. Scientific advances in one area may increase the value of patented technologies
in another area that at first blush years earlier may have seemed only marginally related.
A broad definition of relevance that errs on the side of greater disclosure for patents and
pending patents is warranted.
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In recent years, there has been a proliferation of trade associations, social
advocacy groups and non-profit research foundations in the U.S. and other countries.
They not only fund and conduct research, but may be involved in recruiting scientists to
engage in advocacy and promotional activities.1 Many of these groups receive grants
from private firms; some are entirely funded by industry. Yet the exact purpose of these
organizations are not readily apparent to the general public, scientists and editors through
their names, nor is their financial support from industry.18 What level of industrial
support qualifies one of these non-profits or advocacy groups as industry-funded? If a
grant is for a specific research or promotional project, then recipients of those funds
clearly have a conflict of interest for purposes of disclosure. And if a group is entirely
funded by industry, then any grant from that group, even if industry support is
unrestricted, should be considered a conflict of interest. But what if the group receives
only part of its funds in unrestricted grants from industry? We believe 50 percent or more
funding from industry is a reasonable standard for qualifying a group as industry-funded,
and whose financial support for a researcher or project should be disclosed as such.
Another issue that must be addressed by guidelines is how far back to look in
determining conflicts of interest. Clearly, there is a statute of limitations on a financial
relationship. Some journals and organizations have adopted a standard that says the
relationship should be current. In other words, if the check was written yesterday for
work conducted in the past, the conflict of interest no longer exists for disclosure
purposes. This has been rejected by the vast majority of journals with disclosure policies,
whose look-back periods range from one to five years. Given the long lead time between
the onset of scientific work and publication, a three-year look back period is a reasonable
minimum standard.
Some journals and organizations with conflict-of-interest disclosure policies also
set dollar levels below which conflicts need not be declared. This is probably unwise for
disclosures by authors to editors because this could wind up hiding potential conflicts of
interest that, while small, are still relevant. In no case should a relevant conflict of interest
remain undisclosed to readers.
Finally, there is the question of whether to report non-financial competing
interests such as academic rivalries or political and religious beliefs. There is a general
consensus that while they do exist and can influence research outcomes, they are hard to
identify and difficult to describe for purposes of disclosure. Many researchers are
unaware of their own biases or are unconcerned about their potential impact on research
outcomes, believing that the scientific method will be self-correcting even though many
experiments are too expensive, complicated, or narrowly conceived to be confirmed
through the traditional safeguard of replicating results. Yet in recognizing that some
effort to disclose non-financial conflicts as a source of potential bias is warranted, there is
as yet no objective basis for establishing a standard. The relationship between financial
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conflicts of interest and research results is well documented. Similar research about nonfinancial conflicts of interest doesn’t exist. Therefore, a voluntary approach to disclosure
of relevant non-financial conflicts of interest has been outlined in the model policy.
Ensuring that the disclosed information is complete and accurate ultimately
depends on the good will of the investigators, reviewers and editors who voluntarily
submit this information. A common understanding of what constitutes a conflict of
interest and when it should be disclosed would facilitate voluntary compliance with
journal policies. This model policy represents one attempt to arrive at that common
understanding.

MODEL CONFLICT OF INTEREST DISCLOSURE GUIDELINE
FOR SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL JOURNALS

For Authors:
All manuscripts for articles, original research reports, editorials, comments,
reviews, book reviews and letters that are submitted to the journal must be accompanied
by a conflict of interest disclosure statement, or a declaration by the authors that they
have no conflicts of interest to declare. All articles that are published in the journal will
be accompanied by a conflict-of-interest disclosure statement, or a statement that the
authors have replied that they have no conflicts of interest to declare. If the journal prints
unsigned editorials, they should not be written by anyone with a conflict of interest.
To facilitate this policy, all authors must privately disclose to the editors of the
journal at the time of their submission ALL potential conflicts of interest. These include
all financial and non-financial interests and relationships (see below for definitions),
direct employment with a private sector entity (whether full or part-time), and service on
private sector and non-profit boards and advisory panels, whether paid or unpaid. Authors
should also disclose to editors any conflict of interest that may have influenced either the
conduct or the presentation of research, including but not limited to close relationships
with those who might be helped or hurt by the publication, academic interests and
rivalries, and any personal, religious or political convictions relevant to the topic at hand.
In the paper, authors should include a draft statement that discloses all relevant
conflicts of interest and affiliations. Relevance for financial conflicts of interest with
private firms is defined as a relationship of any value with a firm with a stake in the
subject of the manuscript, or its competitors. Relevance for patents is defined as any
invention or pending invention connected in any way to the subject. Since relevance is
often in the eye of the beholder, you should err on the side of full disclosure in drafting
the disclosure statement. Editors will check your draft against the private financial
disclosure statement, and initiate discussions toward possible adjustments if necessary.
What to report: Any financial relationship from the past three years (dating from
the month of submission) of any size should be disclosed. These potential conflicts of
interest include:
 Direct employment, either full or part-time;
 Grants and research funding (but not grants to your institution or others within
your institution on which you did not work); this includes grants from trade
associations and non-profits substantially (50 percent or more) funded by
private-sector firms;
 Consultancies;
 Travel grants, speaking fees, writing fees and other honoraria;
 Paid expert testimony for one side in an adversarial proceeding (this does not
include testimony as a factual witness in a civil or criminal case);





Patents granted, pending and applications, whether or not generating royalties;
Stock ownership, investment in related “sector” funds, or stock options,
including those of immediate family members but excluding diversified mutual
funds and investment trusts; and
Membership on private sector scientific or other advisory boards, whether paid
or unpaid.

In addition, any current negotiations regarding future employment or current job
offers, either full- or part-time, must be disclosed.
In disclosing these financial arrangements to editors, authors can include dollar
amounts even though they will not be printed in the journal. Editors may choose to
exclude this information from publication, but in no case should an editor or author
consider an arrangement irrelevant based on its size alone.
Non-Financial Conflicts of Interest: Authors may have strongly-held views about
the article being submitted for publication. Authors should consider disclosing and
editors may choose to print any affiliations or expressions of these views that may be
relevant. These may be personal, political, or intellectual and may include any expression
of strongly held views relevant to the subject of the submission. Such disclosures may be
original, or they make reference to opinions previously expressed in books or
monographs, op-eds or public comments, or to sworn testimony before or lobbying of
legislators or legislative bodies. Disclosable non-financial conflicts of interest would also
include membership or affiliation with non-governmental organizations that have an
interest in the submission.
For Editors, Articles Editors, and Peer Reviewers:
As a general rule, journals should require that all senior editorial personnel
(editors in chief, managing editors, full-time assistant editors) avoid all financial
relationships that might constitute a conflict of interest. Editorial managers should also
avoid personal, political, or intellectual entanglements, organizational or otherwise, that
could be construed as establishing a particular bias that might influence one’s judgments.
The well-established principle in editorial management is that there should be a
firewall separating editorial decision making from publishers, advertisers, circulation
managers and anyone connected with the business side of the journal’s operations.
Editors who maintain financial ties with companies or institutions that have an interest in
the content of a journal undermine the editorial independence that is crucial to a journal’s
credibility.
Scientific publishing is a highly competitive enterprise. The number of
manuscripts rejected far exceeds the number accepted at most journals. Requiring editors
to remain conflict-of-interest free assures rejected authors that bias or potential bias did
not enter into the editorial decision to reject their manuscript. Similarly, readers have the
right to know that the choice of articles, choice of reviewers, and choice of editorial or

commentary writers was made by senior editorial managers whose judgment was not
influenced by financial conflicts of interest or ideological bias.
If a journal editor or senior editorial manager has a conflict of interest, it must be
disclosed in each edition of the journal near the masthead and be found easily in the
online edition. Such notice should also be included on the author guidelines or
information page for electronic submissions. The same rules that govern author
disclosures should govern editor disclosures.
Some journals publish the names of article editors in the article. Some do not.
Peer reviewers have traditionally remained anonymous. Whatever the journal’s policy,
peer reviewers and articles editors should follow the same rules as authors for disclosing
conflicts of interest. In other words, peer reviewers will send disclosure forms to the
editors, even though this information does not appear in the publication. This gives
editors the tools they need to ensure that peer review panels for individual papers are
fairly balanced.
Enforcement
Conflict of interest disclosure relies on the honor system. Editors do not have the
time, resources or inclination to serve as financial auditors or ideological arbiters.
Successful disclosure policies depend on the good will and integrity of editors, authors,
and peer reviewers. But even the highest quality journals with well-established conflictof-interest disclosure policies do not have universal compliance.19 This may be, in part,
due to a lack of understanding about the rules for disclosure, which this model policy is
meant to address.
Most cases of a failure to disclose relevant conflicts of interest arise because
someone brings it to the attention of the editors, either directly or through attention in the
press. In such cases, editors should investigate the allegation. If true, editors should
determine the cause of the failure to disclose a relevant conflict. The editors may wish to
establish a permanent panel that includes external parties to review difficult cases, or
consult their editorial board.
In all cases of failure to disclose a relevant conflict of interest, editors will publish an editor’s note
that becomes part of the permanent record of that article. In those rare cases where editors uncover a willful
desire to hide financial conflicts of interest, the editors will consider appropriate penalties, such as refusing
to allow that author to publish in the journal for a specified period of time. Some journals have adopted a
three-year ban for such instances.20
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